Up to now no experimentally feasible method for detecting abnormal nuclear states has been known. We propose to observe them in high-energy heavy-ion collisions through the disappearance of, o r irregularities in, high-density nuclear Mach shocli phenomena.
Even though nuclear density isomers were suggested recently by several a~t h o r s , ' -~ there has been up to now no known experimentally feasible way for their detection. We suggest here a rathe r simple and unique method for their observation, which i s based on high-density nuclear Mach shock (HDNMS) waves and head shock waves occurring during the interpenetration of high-energy heavy i~n s . = -~ Indeed, the recent experiments of Baurngardt et ~1 .~ could be consistently interpreted with the shock-wave concept. In particular, these experiments lead to the conclusion that the observed Mach angles cailnot be explained with simple sound waves of low amplitudeg close to nuclear equilibrium density po but that HDNMS waves a r e necessary for which the actual density p / p o i s approximately 3-6. At these densities minimum and particularly the binding energy M0c2 -\V2 of abnormal nuclear matter may shift up o r down by a few hundred Moreover, the compression eilergy of the isomer, which i s determined by the cornpression constant K, = 9pZZ x d 2 IV/dpZ2 of the second minimum, may drastically deviate from that of the ground state @, -300 MeV)8 and lead to very high sound velocities in abnormal nuclear matter c,/c = (ap/ae)lI2 at constant entropy, where e = LVp i s the energy density and p = p2 8 W / a p i s the pressure. Requiring the conservation of fluu of baryons, energy, and inomentum across the shock front one gets the relativistic Rankine-Hugoniot (RRH) equation isomeric o r abnormal nuclear states nlay e~i s t l -~ which uniquely connects the specific enthalpies wliich will affect the properties of the nuclear i = Wp +P and i, =It7,p, (P,= O), the pressure P, system. The situation can schematically be r eand the densities p and po oll the two sides of the presented by the compression-energy functional shock front. This behavior indicates the phase t~a n s i t i o n of nuclear matter. Behiiid the potential b a r r i e r between ground and isomeric states the pressure becomes even negative, which means that the compression Zone collapses into a new (abnormal) state which cools the hot ordinary matter. This accelerates the change of nuclear matter. This effect i s similar to the condensation of a gas into a fluid (state of higher order) where the van der Waals equation becomes invalid. To s t r e s s this point we draw a p -V diagram for T = 0 and for the variable T in the shocked matter which resembles to some extent that for the vail d e r Waals gas (Fig. 2) . For densities higher than the isomeric ground-state density ,o" the shock phenomenon should develop again. We assume tliat the strongly compressed head shock moves rather friction-free through the normal nuclear 
71.-layers with-depending on the proton-neutron ratio-autoionizing
T -cull OCCUF. The T' layer is tiglitly bound to the highly compressed core of the projectile, which so stabilizes itself. We then expect, because of the reaction n ' +n -p, proton-rich (neutron-poor) nuclei to dominate tlie fragmentation products and an excess of free nover T * . Now, f r o n~ the measureinent of the Mach angle cp oiie can derive the Mach shock velocity, z',:~, via the relation8 If a density isomer exists, this behavior will be drasticaily changed: The Mach shock velocity decreases to Zero for a certain density region [ Fig. l(d) l, so that the observable Mach angle will reach 90". Then the Mach angle should abruptly vanish in the energy interval where p, G p G pz and suddenly for p >p, reappear again at 90" to follow the above mentioned trend to Zero degrees (Fig. 3) . This can serve as a unique signature for density isoiners o r abnormal behavior of nuclear matter. It i s interesting to notice that the presently available experiinental data10 show a decrease of the Mach shock velocity from 0.87 to 2.1 GeV/nucleon with a nlaximim a t 0.87 GeV/nucleon; See the followiilg table: This i s perhaps a first indication for some special sti-ucture of LV(p,T), i.e., abnormal behavior of nuclear matter. Nevertheless to definitely prove or disprove the existence of density isom e r s we suggest repeating the HDNMS-wave ex-
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12 JANUARY 1976 p e r i n l e n t by bonlbarding, e.g., lo7Ag or '08Pb with 5~. K. I<erman, in Proceedings of the Second High En-160 i n s m a l l s t e p s of incident e n e r g y (about 50 ergy Heavy Ion Summer Study , Berkeley , California, MeV/nucleon) f r o m 0.05 to 2.1 ~e c / n u c l e o n (if "~h e occurrence of transparency-as postulated by M. I. Sobel, P. J . Siemens, J . P . Bondorf, and H. A. Bethe, to be published-can presently not be ruled out.
"The strength of the density isomer may depend on the number of nucleons. This can be experimentally found out by systematically choosing heavier projectile and target nuclei and repeating the excitation function of the RiIach angle.
